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Abstract. This paper investigates a series of membrane supported mil-

limeter wave transmission lines up to 110 GHz. The structures were fabricated

using high resistivity silicon micromachining (wet etching). Three approaches,

based on full-wave electromagnetic simulations, analytic closed form equations

and equivalent circuit were used in the investigation process. The results were

validated by the experimental results for different test structures. The analytic

equations were inserted in a Matlab routine and the effective permittivity and

characteristic impedance were plotted for various geometries. These same ge-

ometries were then simulated electromagnetically in CST Microwave Studio. A

comparison between the two approaches is made. The effective permittivity

of a membrane supported coplanar waveguide (CPW) line was extracted from

measurements and it is in very good agreement with the electromagnetically

simulated data.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the micromachining technology has been proposed for the fab-
rication of millimeter wave circuits on very thin dielectric membranes, mostly for
silicon substrates [1–4]. Thin membranes of high quality dielectric materials offer a
way of hybrid integration of high quality transmission line structures, filters, anten-
nas and other passive circuits with active components on high resistivity (HR) silicon
substrates.
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The coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line is widely used because of its
compatibility with MMICs. At the millimeter-wave frequency range it suffers atten-
uation, dispersion and multimode propagation, all of which are mainly a result of the
use of high-permittivity substrates. An obvious solution to this problem is to remove
the substrate beneath the conducting lines and suspend these lines on a thin mem-
brane. A substantial reduction of losses in the millimeter wave range can be achieved.
Additional beneficial effects are the reduction of dispersion effects, the suppression
of higher order substrate modes and the possibility of using of the transmission line
with higher characteristic impedance values and with an effective dielectric constant
close to one.

A membrane-supported transmission line may be viewed as the evolution of the
conventional planar CPW lines. It supports almost pure and nondispersive TEM
wave propagation in a near homogeneous environment. A thin membrane makes the
transmission line transparent to propagating signals up to 3 THz.

The area of millimeter wave imaging has seen significant growth in a number of
applications: automotive collision avoidance radars, enhanced vision systems, con-
cealed weapon detection, and medical field. They are typically targeted for bands
where there is a local minimum in atmospheric attenuation, as is the case with the
35 GHz, 94 GHz, 140 GHz and 220 GHz frequency bands. All these applications re-
quire the integration of high performance passive circuits fabricated on thin dielectric
membranes with active/semiconductor devices (Schottky diodes, transistors, MMICs)
mounted on silicon bulk.

Electromagnetic (EM) simulation techniques for high-frequency structures were
developed in the last decade and brought the microwave CAD software to a high
level of maturity. The efficient use of EM-simulation techniques for accurate design
of membrane supported microwave circuits integrated with active devices is still a
topic of research. One problem that has to be solved is the accurate modeling of
the transition from silicon bulk to dielectric membrane. One approach to solve this
problem was reported in [5]. The work is based on the equivalent lumped elements
circuit technique and the results were validated by EM simulations and experiments.
The modeling approach was limited to microstrip lines and frequencies up to 40 GHz.

This paper presents the results of the investigation of membrane supported circuits
using EM simulations, analytic closed form equations, equivalent circuit modeling
approach and experimental results. The next section will present a brief description
of the technology. Section 3 will introduce the three modeling approaches and section
4 will validate the simulated results by means of experimental results. The results for
the effective permittivity of a CPW, extracted from measured and simulated results
are also presented.

2. Technology in brief

For the accurate modeling of the micromachined structures, a good understanding
of the fabrication steps is necessary. The designer needs a clear view of the manufac-
turing limits and has to take advantage of the technological innovations. This is valid
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for both EM modeling and the equivalent circuit approach.
The test structures were manufactured on high resistivity < 100 > oriented silicon

wafers, with a thickness of 350 µm [4]. The main technological steps are presented
in Fig. 1. The dielectric membrane consists of two layers. The first layer is a 0.8
µm thick silicon dioxide layer. It was obtained by thermal oxidation of the high-
resistivity silicon substrate. The second layer is a 0.6 µm thick silicon nitride layer
and was obtained using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The total thickness of the
membrane is 1.4 µm. Dielectric layers were deposited on both sides of the wafers. The
CPW transmission lines structures were manufactured by electrochemical deposition
of a 2 µm thick gold layer. For the membrane manufacturing, on the bottom of the
wafer a photoresist layer was deposited and patterned using double side alignment.
The Si3N4 and SiO2 layers from the bottom of the wafer were selectively dry etched
and the membrane was obtained by anisotropic wet etching in KOH 30%.

Fig. 1. Silicon micromachining process for membrane fabrication

using wet etching.

Several micromachined test structures were fabricated and investigated. An opti-
cal photo of the backside of the wafer for a double-folded slot antenna supported by
a thin dielectric membrane manufactured by wet etching of the silicon bulk is shown
in Fig. 2a. A detail of the corner of the micromachined structure is presented in Fig.
2b. Notice the leaning wall of the bulk silicon with the known angle of 54.7◦ for the
wet etching of < 100 > orientated silicon wafer.

Only the modeling and experimental results for the several CPW transmission
lines test vehicles are presented in this paper. Several test structures were used for
transmission/reflection experiments. The 3D view of these micromachined structures
and the main dimensions are shown in Fig. 3a. They consist of silicon bulk regions,
membrane to bulk transition regions and the membrane supported CPW transmission
line (TL). The central CPW lines have different lengths: 18 µm (Zero Length TL –
ZLTL); 3400 µm (Short Length TL – SLTL); 4400 µm (Long Length TL – LLTL).
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Other test structures were designed for reflection only experiments. A short-circuit
was placed on the CPW line at the edge of the membrane. The 3D view of the
structure is presented in Fig. 3b. This structure is expected to provide detailed
information for the propagation in the transition region up to 110 GHz.

a) b)

Fig. 2. (a) Optical photo of the backside of the wafer for a double-folded slot antenna

supported by a thin dielectric membrane manufactured by wet etching of the silicon bulk;

(b) Detail of the corner of the micromachined structure.

a) b)

Fig. 3. (a) The 3D view of the transmission/reflection test structures;

(b) The 3D view of the short structure on membrane.

a) b)

Fig. 4. (a) Photo of the micromachined structure and detail of the membrane area

(ZLTL structure); (b) Optical photo of the short-on-membrane structure.
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An optical photo of the fabricated micromachined structure and detail of the
membrane area (for the Zero Length TL) is shown in Fig. 4a. The optical photo of
the short-on-membrane structure is presented in Fig. 4b.

3. Modeling approaches

3.1. The electromagnetic model

The structures were EM modeled and simulated in CST Microwave Studio (Tran-
sient analysis) [6]. The geometrical parameters of the structures layout are the G-S-G
widths of the feed line (20 µm – 40 µm – 20 µm) and of the central coplanar waveguide
structure (40 µm – 40 µm – 40 µm) and the length of the membrane supported trans-
mission line between the two transitions. The EM model of the structures consist of
a 350 µm silicon substrate (with a permittivity εSi = 11.9), micromachined through
wet etching (54.7◦ etch angle), a 1.4 µm multilayer membrane (εr = 4.9) and a 2 µm
metallization layer (gold, σ = 3·107 S/m) (see Fig. 3a). The value of εr = 4.9 for
the membrane was calculated as the weighted mean value of the dielectric constant
for SiO2 and Si3N4. The nonuniform layer structure of the silicon bulk-to-dielectric
membrane transition makes it impossible to use Method of Moments (MoM) software,
otherwise very efficient for the analysis of planar microwave circuits.

Fig. 5. The waveguide port definition and the Q-TEM

mode excitation.

The ports were defined as waveguide ports, backed by a magnetic wall (Ht = 0).
Three pins were used to set the positive and negative potentials of the signal path
and ground planes. This approach ensures quasi-TEM mode propagation and good
numerical stability for the EM time domain simulations (Fig. 5).

3.2. Analytic model

Although the most accurate modeling approach of high-frequency circuits would
be a full-wave electromagnetic analysis, this type of tool is not always appropriate
due to its huge computer resources requirements.

Therefore, the initial circuit design has to be achieved using quasi-static models
based on transverse electromagnetic (TEM) approximations. The quasi-TEM ap-
proach can provide an entry-level circuit, which can later be optimized using the
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full-wave approach, because it requires the exact geometry. Performance improve-
ments can be obtained by an iterative approach to fine tune the circuit dimensions to
meet the specifications [7].

The quasi-TEM approach and the analytic formulas are important steps in the
initial design of a microwave circuit. The output of these formulas is the CPW
characteristic impedance and the effective relative permittivity (the later is used to
estimate the line length starting from the electrical length).

In this section the analytic modeling approach results are compared with the
full-wave simulation results. The modeled structure and the definition of the main
parameters are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The definition of the main parameters

for the analytic model.

The characteristic impedance of a conventional coplanar waveguide structure can
be computed using (1) [8, 9].
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When taking into account the finite thickness of the substrate, the effective per-
mittivity can be computed with (3).
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) .
Formulas (1)–(3) were inserted in a Matlab routine and the signal line width (w)

over gap width (g) ratio (noted with a) was varied between 0.1 and 10. The width
was kept constant (10 µm, 40 µm and 100 µm) while the gap was calculated as w/a.
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Equivalent 3D electromagnetic models (Fig.6) were simulated in CST Microwave
Studio. A parametric sweep for a between 0.1 and 10 for a frequency band between
0 and 110 GHz showed a negligible dispersion (less than 0.1% for the effective per-
mittivity). Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the computed and simulated values for the
effective permittivity and characteristic impedance for a thin dielectric membrane
supported coplanar waveguide structure. The membrane thickness is 1.4 µm with an
equivalent permittivity of 4.9.

Fig. 7. The effective permittivity computed in Matlab and simulated in CST

for 3 different signal line widths for the membrane supported CPW.

The same Matlab routine was used to compute the effective permittivity and
characteristic impedance for the same gap-signal-gap geometries on a silicon bulk of
350 µm thickness. The results are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

For the membrane supported structures there is an overall good agreement between
the analytic formulas and the electromagnetic simulations mainly due to the relatively
low dispersion of the thin dielectric membrane. In the silicon bulk substrate case
the limitation of the analytic formulas can be observed especially for the effective
permittivity curves.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show that fast analytic approaches can still be used to get
a fair approximation of the characteristic impedance of coplanar waveguide structures
for both thin dielectric membranes as well as thick substrates.
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Fig. 8. The characteristic impedance computed in Matlab and simulated in CST

for 3 different signal line widths for the membrane supported CPW.

Fig. 9. The effective permittivity computed in Matlab and simulated in CST

for 3 different signal line widths for the CPW on silicon bulk (350 µm).
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Fig. 10. The characteristic impedance computed in Matlab and simulated in CST

for 3 different signal line widths for the CPW on silicon bulk (350 µm).

3.3. The equivalent circuit model

For the equivalent circuit modeling approach, the test structure was divided in
several regions (silicon bulk regions, membrane to bulk transition regions and the
membrane supported CPW) and every region was modeled separately. The 250 µm
long (for a 350 µm thick silicon substrate and anisotropic etching) non-uniform CPW
line was divided in small length CPW line sections. Each section was assumed to
be a uniform transmission line with a different silicon substrate thickness (from 0 to
350 µm) and it was characterized using electromagnetic simulation. The transition
model consists of a cascade formed by these small length sections. This model is
illustrated in Fig. 11. Using the presented EM model and CST software package, the
characteristic impedance and effective permittivity were extracted as function of the
HR silicon substrate thickness. The results are shown in Fig. 12 for different substrate
thicknesses h ranging from 5 microns to 350 microns.

4. Measurements and modeling validation

The S-parameter measurements were carried out with a PM5 Suss Microtec “on
wafer” probe station and Anritsu 37397D Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), equipped
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with 110 GHz extensions. The standard SOLT calibration was used in the experiment.
In the probe station, ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes with a 150 µm pitch were
used, and measurements were conducted up to 110 GHz.

The experimental S parameters are compared with the EM simulated results and
with the S parameters obtained using the equivalent circuit analysis. For the ZLTL,
the S11 parameter as a function of frequency is presented in Fig. 13 and the S21
parameter in Fig. 14. It can be noticed that there is a good agreement between the
EM simulations and the results obtained with the equivalent circuit analysis. In the
case of the insertion losses (S21) – as low as 1. . . 2 dB – the experimental results are
very sensitive to the calibration technique.

Fig. 11. Equivalent circuit model for the membrane to bulk transition region.

Fig. 12. Effective permittivity and characteristic impedance for three different CPW

geometries for different silicon bulk thickness.
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Fig. 13. The S11 parameter (in dB) as a function

of frequency (in GHz) for the ZLTL structure.

Fig. 14. The S21 parameter (in dB) as a function

of frequency (in GHz) for the ZLTL structure.

For the LLTL, the S11 parameter as a function of frequency is presented in Fig. 15
and the S21 parameter in Fig. 16. A very good agreement between the measurements,
EM simulations and the equivalent circuit analysis results can be observed. The dif-
ference of about 1.5 dB for the insertion losses between measurements and simulation
is maintained. One possible cause can be the EM modeling of dielectric losses in HR
silicon.

A good test for the propagation modeling along the non-uniform CPW line of
the transition region is performed using the CPW line with a short-circuit at the
membrane edge. The measurement results and the simulated data using both the
EM model and the equivalent circuit model are presented in Fig. 17. A very good
agreement between the EM simulated results and equivalent circuit results, including
the overall electrical length of the structure can be noticed. The agreement between
simulations and experiments is good, the differences are due to the losses modeling
and the probe tips positioning.
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The simulated electric field at 60 GHz is presented in Fig. 18. The small extension
of the electric energy in the membrane region and the concentration of the electric
field in the gap area can be observed.

Fig. 15. The S11 parameter (in dB) as a function

of frequency (in GHz) for the LLTL structure.

Fig. 16. The S21 parameter (in dB) as a function

of frequency (in GHz) for the LLTL structure.

The effective permittivity of the membrane supported CPW line was extracted
from both measurement and EM simulated results. The extraction method is from
[10] and is based on wide band S parameters measurements for two transmission lines
of different lengths. The test structures SLTL and LLTL were used in this work. The
results are presented in Fig. 19. The agreement between simulation and measurements
is very good.
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Fig. 17. Measured and simulated results for the CPW

test structure with a short circuit at the membrane edge.

Fig. 18. The simulated electric field at 60 GHz for the CPW

test structure with a short circuit.

5. Conclusions

The results of the investigation, up to 110 GHz, of membrane supported circuits
fabricated using HR silicon micromachining were presented. The three modeling ap-
proaches, based on EM simulations, analytic formula and equivalent circuit, were
validated by the experimental results for different test structures. The effective per-
mittivity of a membrane supported CPW line was extracted from measurements and
it is in very good agreement with the simulated data.
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Fig. 19. The extracted effective permittivity

of the membrane supported CPW line.

The paper has shown that fast analytic approaches can be used for a first design
step in order to get a fair approximation of the effective permittivity and character-
istic impedance of coplanar waveguide structures for both thin dielectric membranes
as well as thick substrates. The plots presented in the paper offer an overview of
the geometries where the analytic approach can still be used for a fast parameter
estimation of the layout. The characteristic impedance varies between 40 Ω and 290
Ω for different geometries of the membrane supported CPWs, and between 27 Ω and
120 Ω for the same geometries on bulk.

The success of this investigation opens a window of opportunity for the accurate
modeling and design of complex W-band front-ends that integrate high performance
millimeter wave passive circuits fabricated on thin dielectric membranes with ac-
tive/semiconductor devices (Schottky diodes, transistors, MMICs) mounted on silicon
bulk.
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